Treasures from the Chabad Library

THE LIBRARY
The the Library of Agudas Chasidei Chabad—Ohel Yosef Yitzchak—
Lubavitch, the Central Chabad Lubavitch Library and Archive Center, is located at the world headquarters of the Chabad Lubavitch movement at 770
Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, New York.
This is one of the most prominent Judaic libraries, containing about 250,000
published volumes, most of them rare. Around 200,000 of these are in Hebrew
and Yiddish, and about 50,000 in other languages.
In addition, the Library contains:
r 4FWFSBMUIPVTBOENBOVTDSJQUT NPTUMZPO$IBCBE$IBTJEJDQIJMPTPQIZ 
either actual manuscripts of the Chabad Rebbes, or copied by Chasidim for
their own study and inspiration.
r "MBSHFBSDIJWFPGDPSSFTQPOEFODFBOEXSJUJOHTSFMBUJOHUPUIF$IBCBE
philosophy and movement, including the vast collection of letters written by
3BCCJ:PTFG:JU[DIBL4DIOFFSTPIO TJYUI-VCBWJUDIFS3FCCF
r "DPMMFDUJPOPGTBDSFEPCKFDUTCFRVFBUIFECZUIF$IBCBE3FCCFT BTXFMM
as various items presented, as gifts, to the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem
.4DIOFFSTPO EVSJOHIJTZFBSTPGMFBEFSTIJQ
r "DPMMFDUJPOPGQIPUPHSBQITPG$IBTJEJNBOE$IBCBEBDUJWJUJFTTFOUUP
3BCCJ:PTFG:JU[DIBLBOEIJTTVDDFTTPS 3BCCJ.FOBDIFN.4DIOFFSTPO EVSing their years of leadership.
r "MBSHFDPMMFDUJPOPGOFXTDMJQQJOHTSFMBUJOHUPUIF$IBCBENPWFNFOU
and Jewry in general.
r "OOPVODFNFOUT ĔZFSTBOECSPDIVSFTPGBMMTPSUTUIBUXFSFTFOUUPUIF
-VCBWJUDIFS3FCCF 3BCCJ.FOBDIFN.4DIOFFSTPO
The Chabad Research Center is assigned the task of reasearching the manuscript and archive collections, and the fruits of their labors are published in the
volumes of discourses, addresses and letters of the Chabad Rebbes, by Kehot
1VCMJDBUJPO4PDJFUZ UIF-VCBWJUDIFS1VCMJTIJOH)PVTF
The only section of the Library open to general researchers is the collection
of published volumes, of which a detailed, computerized catalogue is available.
This catalogue can be accessed by the public at:
http://chabadlibrary.org.catalog
ăF-JCSBSZBMTPNBJOUBJOTBOBDUJWFFYIJCJUJPOIBMM XIFSFJUFNTGSPNUIF
various collections are selected for display.

HISTORY
Throughout the history of the Chabad movement, a central collection of
books and manuscripts was in the possession of the Rebbe of every generation.
In earlier generations—end of 18th century and early 19th century—this collection was relatively small. Little remains of the original collections, for almost
all books and manuscripts were either destroyed in the frequent fires plaguing
small towns in those days or were lost in various other upheavals and crisis situations over the generations.
ăFCVMLPGUIFFYJTUJOHDPMMFDUJPOCFHBOUPGPSNJOUIFUIJSEHFOFSBUJPOPG
Chabad—during the mid-19thDFOUVSZBOEQSPHSFTTJWFMZFYQBOEFEPWFSUJNF
to become one of the world’s most prominent Judaic libraries.
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0VSPOMZLOPXMFEHFPGBMJCSBSZEVSJOH$IBCBETđSTUHFOFSBUJPOJTBOFYUBOU
list of about 100 published volumes seized for inspection from the home of the
NPWFNFOUTGPVOEFS 3BCCJ4DIOFVS;BMNBOPG-JBEJ  LOPXOBT
the “Alter Rebbe,” during his arrest by the Czarist government on trumped up
charges. It is assumed that only part of his library was seized—for the purpose
of seeking evidence of subversion, from which investigators could deduce the
likely content of the rest of the library.
#BTFE PO UIJT MJTU  JU TFFNT UIBU 3BCCJ 4DIOFVS ;BMNBOT FOUJSF DPMMFDUJPO
comprised no more than a few hundred books. Even a collection of that size was
large for Russia in those days, but it was still too small to be called a “library.”
"UUIFFOEPG3BCCJ4DIOFVS;BMNBOTMJGF UXPđSFTSBWBHFEIJTIPNFăF
first, in 1810, claimed many of his manuscripts, including those of his Shluchan
Aruch IJTSFWJTJPOPGUIFTUBOEBSEDPEFPG+FXJTIMBX ăFTFDPOEXBTEVSJOH
the War of 1812, when the Rebbe, accompanied by his family and many followFST ĔFECFGPSF/BQPMFPOTBEWBODJOHGPSDFTăFSFGVHFFTUSBWFMFEGSPNQMBDFUP
QMBDFVOUJMUIF3FCCFQBTTFEBXBZPOth5FWFT   
"U UIF FOE PG TVNNFS    3BCCJ 4DIOFVS ;BMNBOT TPO BOE TVDDFTTPS 
3BCCJ%PW#FS4DIOFVSJ  LOPXOBTUIFi.JUUFMFS3FCCF uTFUUMFEJO
the White Russian town of Lubavitch. He built a large synagogue and a house
for himself. According to a police report made after an 1825 search of his home,
he possessed a library of 611 volumes contained on the shelves of four bookcases.
During Chabad’s third generation, under Rabbi DovBer’s son-in-law and
TVDDFTTPS 3BCCJ.FOBDIFN.FOEFM4DIOFFSTPIO  LOPXOGPSIJT
NBKPS5BMNVEJD)BMBDIJDXPSL Tzemach Tzedek, a more substantial collection
took form. It became the nucleus of the central Chabad collection, which continued to grow during following generations.
Over time, however, the collection endured many crises:
r .VDIPGUIFDPMMFDUJPO JODMVEJOHJNQPSUBOUNBOVTDSJQUT XBTSBWBHFECZ
serious fires that plagued the town of Lubavitch.
r "ĕFSUIFQBTTJOHPG3BCCJ.FOBDIFN.FOEFMBOEPGIJTTPOBOETVDDFTTPS 3BCCJ4INVFM  TPNFQVCMJTIFEWPMVNFTJOUIFJSDPMMFDUJPOT
were inherited by heirs other than their successors.
r .PTUPGUIFDPMMFDUJPOBDDVNVMBUFECZUIF$IBCBE3FCCFTFTQFDJBMMZ
CZ 3BCCJ 4INVFMT TPO  3BCCJ 4IBMPN %PW#FS   BOE UIF MBUUFST
TPO 3BCCJ:PTFG:JU[DIBL  XBTTFOUGPSTBGFLFFQJOHUP.PTDPX
EVSJOH8PSME8BS**O UIJTDPMMFDUJPOXBTDPOđTDBUFECZUIFOFX4PWJFU
regime, forcing Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak to start building a new library.
r "ĕFS UIF  /B[J JOWBTJPO PG 1PMBOE BOE FWFOUVBM SFTDVF PG 3BCCJ
Yosef Yitzchak to New York, his new collection remained in Poland. His strenuous rescue efforts finally succeeded in getting it transported—in the midst of
8PSME8BS**UP/FX:PSLBUUIFFOEPGTVNNFS 
r 'SPNUP BQSPUSBDUFEDPVSUCBUUMFXBTTVDDFTTGVMMZDPOEVDUFE
against a relative of Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak, who claimed inheritance rights for
parts of the library.
Despite all these crises, most of this great and rare collection assembled by
the Chabad Rebbes over several generations remained intact. The largest portion is now housed in the Central Chabad Lubavitch Library.
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ăF-JCSBSZUPEBZIBTUISFFTFDUJPOT ăF-VCBWJUDI$PMMFDUJPO ăF
$PMMFDUJPO PG 3BCCJ :PTFG :JU[DIBL   ăF $PMMFDUJPO PG UIF -VCBWJUDIFS
3FCCF 3BCCJ.FOBDIFN.4DIOFFSTPO

THE LUBAVITCH COLLECTION
Most of the books accumulated by the Chabad Rebbes from the early 1800s
UPBSFQSFTFOUMZJOUIF3VTTJBO4UBUF-JCSBSZ
*OGBMM  BT(FSNBOGPSDFTBQQSPBDIFE 3BCCJ4IBMPN%PW#FSBOEIJT
family were forced to leave Lubavitch. He moved to Rostov, in south Russia. He
sent most of his collection to Moscow for safekeeping, planning to retrieve it
after the war. In 1920, however, he passed away in Rostov, before the end of the
Russian civil war that followed World War I.
As peace gradually returned to the land, his son and successor, Rabbi Yosef
Yitzchak, finally had an opportunity to request the return of the collection. The
OFX4PWJFUSFHJNF IPXFWFS OBUJPOBMJ[FEUIFXBSFIPVTFBOEHBWFUIF-VCBWJUDI
$PMMFDUJPO UP UIF 3VTTJBO 4UBUF -JCSBSZ UIFO DBMMFE UIF 4UBUF 3VNZBOUTFW
.VTFVN 0OMZBCPVUPGUIFDPMMFDUJPOTWPMVNFTIBEBDDPNQBOJFE3BCCJ
4IBMPN%PW#FSBOE3BCCJ:PTFG:JU[DIBLUP3PTUPWGPSTUVEZPSCFDBVTFPG
sentimental value—and these accompanied Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak on all his later wanderings, to Leningrad, Riga, Warsaw, Otwock, and Brooklyn. Today they
are held in a special bookcase in the Chabad Library.
During the years following, Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak attempted through various means to seek the release of his original library, but was unsuccessful.
*O BUUIFđSTUTJHOTPGBOFXFSBJOUIF4PWJFU6OJPO UIF-VCBWJUDIFS
3FCCF  3BCCJ .FOBDIFN . 4DIOFFSTPOXIP IBE TVDDFFEFE IJT GBUIFSJO
law, Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak, in 1950—renewed efforts to reclaim this sacred colMFDUJPO'PSNPSFUIBOBEFDBEF IFFOFSHFUJDBMMZQVSTVFEUIJTHPBM TFOEJOHTQFcial representatives and twice dispatching a special delegation for a prolonged
NJTTJPOUPUIF4PWJFU6OJPOUPTFFLUIFDPMMFDUJPOTSFUSJFWBM6OGPSUVOBUFMZ UIF
DPMMFDUJPOSFNBJOTJOUIF3VTTJBO4UBUF-JCSBSZUPUIJTEBZ
These efforts continue today in the hope, faith and conviction that it will be
recognized by all that these sacred books must return to their rightful place, the
Library of Agudas Chasidei Chabad—Ohel Yosef Yitzchak—Lubavitch.

THE COLLECTION OF RABBI YOSEF YITZCHAK
8IFOUIF-VCBWJUDI$PMMFDUJPOXBTDPOđTDBUFEJOBOEHJWFOUPUIF
3VTTJBO4UBUF-JCSBSZ 3BCCJ:PTFG:JU[DIBLCFHBOUPSFCVJMEIJTMJCSBSZBOFX
)FTUBSUFECZBDRVJSJOHUIFFOUJSFDPMMFDUJPOPG4INVFM8JOFS BCJCMJPHSBQIFS
and collector of rare books whose personal collection comprised about 5,000
valuable, antique and rare volumes, scrolls, marriage contracts, and the like. The
3FCCFDPOUJOVFEUPFYQBOEBOETVQQMFNFOUIJTMJCSBSZCZBDRVJSJOHWPMVNFTPG
Judaica and Hebraica of all kinds.
*O   3BCCJ :PTFG :JU[DIBL XBT BSSFTUFE CZ UIF 4PWJFU BVUIPSJUJFT BOE
FWFOUVBMMZTFOUJOUPFYJMF.JSBDVMPVTMZ IFXBTTFUGSFF CVUXBTGPSDFEUPMFBWF
UIF4PWJFU6OJPOMBUFSUIBUZFBS"UđSTUIFXBTEFOJFEQFSNJTTJPOUPUBLFIJT
new book collection. He firmly refused, however, to leave without it, and even-
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tually his collection was permitted to accompany him to Riga, Latvia.
'SPNUIFSF BOEMBUFSGSPNIJTIPNFJO8BSTBXBOEMBUFSJO0UXPDL 1PMBOE 
the Rebbe requested his followers everywhere to help enrich the “Lubavitch
Library” with volumes of all kinds.
When World War II began in 1939, Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak was trapped in
/B[JPDDVQJFE 8BSTBX 4FWFSBM NPOUIT MBUFS  IF XBT SFTDVFE BMPOH XJUI IJT
family and some members of his secretariat, returning first to Riga and finally, at
UIFFOEPGXJOUFS  BSSJWFEJO/FX:PSL
The library, however, remained in occupied Poland. It took a year and a half
for his tireless efforts to succeed in getting the library transported to New York
GSPN&VSPQF UISPVHI4XFEFO BUUIFFOEPGTVNNFS 
ăFHSPVOEĔPPSPGUIFOFX-VCBWJUDI8PSME)FBERVBSUFSTBU&BTUFSO
Parkway, Brooklyn, New York, became the home of Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak’s Collection, where it remains to this day.

THE COLLECTION OF THE LUBAVITCHER REBBE, RABBI
MENACHEM M. SCHNEERSON
*O FBSMZ TVNNFS    UIF 3FCCFT TFDPOE TPOJOMBX  3BCCJ .FOBDIFN
.4DIOFFSTPO BSSJWFEXJUIIJTXJGF 3FCCFU[JO$IBZB.VTILB JO/FX:PSL
4PPO BĕFS  3BCCJ :PTFG :JU[DIBL BQQPJOUFE IJN IFBE PG .FSLPT -JOZPOFJ
$IJOVDI UIF$FOUSBM0SHBOJ[BUJPOGPS+FXJTI&EVDBUJPO 3BCCJ.FOBDIFN
4DIOFFSTPOFTUBCMJTIFEBTFQBSBUFMJCSBSZPOUIFQSFNJTFTUPTFSWFUIBUPSHBOJ[Btion’s needs.
After Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak’s passing on 10th 4IFWBU   +BOVBSZ th,
 UIFNBOUMFPGMFBEFSTIJQQBTTFEUPIJTTPOJOMBX XIPCFDBNFUIFTFWFOUI 3FCCF PG $IBCBE-VCBWJUDI  ăF 3FCCF DPOUJOVFE UP FYQBOE IJT OFX
DPMMFDUJPO  BOE  JO   BT UIJT DPMMFDUJPO HSFX  UIF CVJMEJOH BEKBDFOU UP UIF
headquarters was acquired for the purpose of housing this special collection.
Two distinct libraries were now maintained at Lubavitch World Headquarters between 1968 and 1985—the Collection of Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak on the
HSPVOEĔPPSPG&BTUFSO1BSLXBZ BOEUIF-VCBWJUDIFS3FCCFT$PMMFDUJPO
JOUIFBOOFY
During 1985 to 1987, the aforementioned litigation was conducted, in
which a relative of Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak claimed inheritance rights over part
PGUIF3FCCFTDPMMFDUJPOăF6OJUFE4UBUFT'FEFSBM$PVSUSVMFEUIBUBMMCPPLT
illegally removed must be returned to the library, for the Rebbe retained no
personal ownership of the books, but all belonged to the Library of Agudas
$IBTJEFJ$IBCBE UIFBTTPDJBUJPOPG$IBCBE$IBTJEJN 
After the court victory, the Rebbe directed that both collections be merged
into a single central library entitled the “Library of Agudas Chasidei Chabad—
0IFM:PTFG:JU[DIBL-VCBWJUDI uBOEUIBUUIFMJCSBSZBOOFYCFSFOPWBUFEBOE
FYQBOEFEUPKPJOUPUIFNBJOCVJMEJOHăF3FCCFBMTPMBVODIFEBDBNQBJHOGPS
new book acusitions.
Construction began in 1989, and was completed in 1992. Also completed
then was a master catalogue of both collections, enabling the reading room to
CFPQFOFEUPSFTFBSDIFST4JODFUIFO UIFMJCSBSZDPNQSJTFTCPUIDPMMFDUJPOTJOB
TJOHMFGBDJMJUZ*O UIFFYIJCJUJPOIBMMXBTPQFOFEUPUIFQVCMJD
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THE MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION AND ARCHIVE
Parallel to the collections of published volumes through the seven generations of the Chabad movement, the Manuscript Collection also grew from
generation to generation. The bulk of this collection comprises manuscripts of
Chabad Chasidic philosophy.
ăFXSJUJOHPG$IBCBENBOVTDSJQUTCFHBOEVSJOHUIFFSBPG3BCCJ4DIOFVS
;BMNBOTMFBEFSTIJQ XIFOOPXPSLTPG$IBCBEQIJMPTPQIZIBEZFUCFFOQVClished. When the Rebbe’s center was in Liozna, he delivered public discourses
regularly on holidays and on the last shabbos of every month. After his release
from imprisonment in 1798, and especially after he moved to Liadi in 1801,
IFEFMJWFSFEEJTDPVSTFTFWFSZ4IBCCPTăFEJTDPVSTFTXFSFUSBOTDSJCFECZIJT
CSPUIFS  3BCCJ :FIVEBI -FJC 3BCCJ PG :BOPWJUDI BOE BVUIPS PG Sh’eiris Yehuda  BOE PUIFST  JODMVEJOH UIF 3FCCFT TPOT ăF USBOTDSJQUT XFSF DPQJFE
and widely disseminated among the thousands of Chasidim. Even the Rebbe’s
central work, the Tanya, was originally disseminated during the early 1790’s as
handwritten copies of the Rebbe’s manuscript, until it was published in a more
complete edition in 1796.
Chasidim strove to collect as many of these discourses as they could, usually binding the few dozen they managed to obtain in a volume or two. Even
so, these collected manuscripts did not yet constitute a collection. It was Rabbi
4DIOFVS;BMNBOTHSBOETPOBOEFWFOUVBMTVDDFTTPS 3BCCJ.FOBDIFN.FOEFM 
author of Tzemach Tzedek, who worked hard to gather as many manuscripts as
QPTTJCMF FTQFDJBMMZGPMMPXJOH3BCCJ4DIOFVS;BMNBOTQBTTJOH)FXBTBCMFUP
gather most of his grandfather’s discourses, forming the basis of the Chabad
Manuscript Collection, which remained at the center of Chabad leadership
during the following generations.
In every generation this collection grew. The Rebbes sought to acquire manuscripts of the Rebbes of previous generations, or transcripts of their discourses
that were not in the collection. Every Rebbe also wrote many of his own disDPVSTFT BOE$IBTJEJNMJLFXJTFXSPUFUSBOTDSJQUT XIJDINJHIUEJĈFSGSPNUIF
Rebbe’s manuscript because, when delivering a discourse orally, he may have
TBJEJUBUHSFBUFSMFOHUIPSCSJFGFSMFOHUIUIBOXIFOIFXSPUFJU DPQJFTPGXIJDI
often became part of the Rebbe’s collection. Thus, the collection of manuscripts
grew and passed from every Rebbe to his successor.
&WFOUIJTDPMMFDUJPOXBTOPUFOUJSFMZTBGFGSPNEFQMFUJPO'JSFTJO-VCBWJUDI
destroyed many volumes of manuscripts, and after every Rebbe’s passing, a few
volumes passed into the possession of heirs other than his successor. The bulk
of the collection, however, remained at the Chabad movement’s center in every
generation. Even the few volumes passing into the possession of other heirs were
in most cases ultimately acquired by the Rebbes of following generations or by
their followers and were returned to the collection.
The Manuscript Collection was preserved until the Nazi invasion of Poland
in 1939. After Rabbi Yosef Yitzchak left Poland, the collection was lost. Decades later, however, its location was rediscovered in a library in Warsaw, and efforts were made to retrieve it. With Divine help, it was returned to the Central
Chabad Library at the end of 1977.
Today, the Library has some 3,000 manuscript volumes, of which over 100
are in the handwriting of the Chabad Rebbes themselves. In addition, the Li-
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brary’s vast archive has about 100,000 letters and documents of seven generations of Chabad Rebbes, as well as letters written to them, plus thousands of
other historic letters and documents.
A special team of the Chabad Research Center studies these manuscripts and
compile and publish the discourses, public addresses and letters of the Chabad
Rebbes. The publishing is in the hands of the Lubavitcher Publishing House,
,FIPU1VCMJDBUJPO4PDJFUZ

THE EXHIBITION HALL
The Library is open to researchers, rabbis, lecturers and authors who visit the
MJCSBSZUPFYBNJOFSBSFCPPLTVOBWBJMBCMFFMTFXIFSF
Nevertheless, in order to satisfy public demand to view some of the Library’s
USFBTVSFT  B TQFDJBM IBMM IBT CFFO EFTJHOBUFE TPMFMZ GPS FYIJCJUT 1FSJPEJDBMMZ
UIFMJCSBSJBOTTFMFDUBTQFDJđDUIFNFUPXIJDIUIFOFXFYIJCJUJPOJTEFEJDBUFE
1SFTFOUFE BU UIFTF FYIJCJUJPOT PWFS UIF ZFBST IBWF CFFO CPPLT  NBOVTDSJQUT 
artifacts, paintings, photographs, and the like, relating to each of the Chabad
Rebbes and to every area of Chabad activity, in addition to other great Jewish
leaders, particularly leaders of the general Chasidic movement.
Other displays have included the Library’s outstanding collection of Passover Haggados, kesubos NBSSJBHF DPOUSBDUT  BOE đSTU FEJUJPOT PG $IBTJEJD
books published in early generations.
ăFTFFYIJCJUTBUUSBDUJOEJWJEVBMTBOEGBNJMJFT TDIPPMDIJMESFOBOETUVEFOUT 
tourists and visitors from all backgrounds who are interested in viewing priceless books, artifacts and other treasures of the library, which bring to life Chasidic history and Jewish history in general.
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